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Senate
cameras, and so on-all markets that fiscal year 1983 budget called for $624

By Mr. TSONGAS (for himself, .the Japanese have captured so devas- million in cuts in domestic research
Mr. RIEGLE, and Mr. GoRTON). tatingiy. and deveiopment funding. And this

S. 428. A bill to provide for a study I would guess that 95 percent of the year, in spite of recognition of the
on economically strategic technologies cameras that are precluded from en- needs of hi-tech in his state of the
and to identify and provide for the de- tering this Chamber were built in Union address and calls for expanded
velopment of such technologies; to the Japan. NSF spending, the President is re-
Committee on Commerce, Science, and The next arena is high technology. questing additional cuts of $123 mil-
Transportation. 

Technology is important as a source of II°H °V°'all.
future markets and as a means to turn These developments are a matter of

EcONOMIcALLY STRATEGIc INDUsTRIAL around basic industry. The Japanese, concern for the entire economy. They
RESEARcH AND DEVELoPMENT AcT tfie French, and many other industri- threaten the vitality or our high tech-

Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, today alized nations are vigorously challeng- nology mdustries and limit the capac-

I introduce a bill that has application ing U.S. dominance in high technology Ity of our basic mdustries to innovate

to the high technology industry, markets. They are pooling vast govern- and improve productivity.

which is receiving more and more at- ment and industry resources in target- Today I am introducing legislation

tention, It is referred to as the Eco- ed technology development programs that would lead to a course of action

nomic Strategy Industrial Research to build new high-tech industries in for meeting these new challenges. Our

and Development Act. I apologize for computers, robotics, fiberoptics, bio- proposal calls upon the National Acad-

the title, but we could not do any technology, and others. emy of Sciences, the National Acade-

better. I introduce it on behalf of Yesterday, I was in New York at a 
my of Engineering, and the Institute

myself and Senators RIEGLE and conference sponsored by the Carnegie seM 
icine tomde 

e s represeTinGORTON. Foundation which was looking at the . .

Mr. President, this Nation's techno- issue of how you get the United States both private Industry and academics,

logical capability has been the key to to begin worrying about its competi- °

ch ol ies. he e tech o gour economic progress in recent times. tiveness in high technology. I must say
Today our continued progress and that even though there is a lack of se- 

e it but hose deve ent slong-term economic health are in rious movement in Congress, I think dangered by the targeted R&D effortsdanger. Those of you who remember the critical mass of concern in the
the story of the grasshopper and the countryside has finally been achieved. 

r competite 
f10mically strategicants should understand why the While the competition from abroad technology, a technology developmentUnited States must act now to keep its intensifies, we have been reducing an program would be recommended. Suchhigh technology industry healthy. As already insufficient~ level of Federal a program would identify the industry,you may recall, the ants worked long 

support for industrial R&D here at university and government resources
and hard preparing for the winter. 

home. Japan is planning to increase necessary to maximize the potential
Meanwhile, the grasshopper loafed 

the percentage of its GNP spent on for successful development._of a partic-

e e t e R&D from 1.94 percent in 1974 to 3 ular technology. In effect, the legisla-
percent by 1990. In France, the figure tion would produce an appropriate

fo nd hi elf o t in the c 
was 2 percent in 1981, but it plans to partnership for development of each
reach 2.5 percent in 1985. In the targeted technologyand shivering, and depending on the United States, our percentage of GNP The bill also woI11d provide budg-

ants' charity for survival. spent on R&D has dropped from 3.1 etary authority so the President could
Today, the Japanese and Europeans percent in 1965 to 2.45 percent today. implement recommended technology

are the ants, and we risk becoming the But only 1.66 percent of our GNP is development programs quickly.
grasshopper. Our auto and steel Indus- spent on civilian R&D. In order to This legislation would achieve sever-
tries are hurting badly. These once reduce current deficits, the adminis- al purposes:
formidable American industries have tration cut nondefense R&D almost 20 First, it would maximize the role of
lost their competitive edge to Japan. percent in the last 2 years. It does not the private and academic research
This state of affairs is no mere hap- take much to conclude that the Japa- community, the people closest to the
penstance. For years, the Japanese nese are going one way and we are problem. This bill is not an effort to
have been developing their heavy in- going the other. substitute a government decision for
dustry as part of a deliberate national An American Associate for the Ad- that of the marketplace. It is an effort
strategy. The same thing is true of vancement of Science projects a drop to survey the marketplace and take
consumer goods-televisions, radios, of 25 percent in constant dollars be- stock of where we stand. With this

tween fiscal years 1983 and 1987. The knowledge in hand, this group will be



. . almost 11 percent over the previous y'ear.

ideally situated to recommend an im- 
Aeronautics and Space Administra" That includes $5.8 billion for basic research,

plementation program for the desig- tion. an increase of 9 percent. Moreover, since

nated technologies that will work. But the administration has proposed 1980, industry has outspent government for

Second it would pool the best availa- major cutbacks in these Government R&D.

ble data on R&D efforts here and programs. The iming could not be 
re t f ca yenin ost ert 11 y w 

Ilthe cu

abroad and provide the most compre- worse. Japan s inistry of Interna- 
$80 billion, up from a National Science

hensive comparative analysis any- tional Trade and Industry is la,unching Foundation estimate of $77.3 billion for the

where of those efforts. a 10-year,$60 million program in con- preceding year.

Third, it would emphasize the im- cert with 15 companies that target ce- But behind the record figures are facts

portance of international competitive ramics R&D as a top national priority. that have raised concern rather than eupho-

strategy in assessing the potential of This story is being repeated in one ria:

technology development programs. technological field after another as a 
pe ce 

fm nb ic research,
s for 

sshi te
Such an approach looks at the com- result of the estimated 25-percent re- 

away from the civilian section with 57 per-

petitive forces surrounding individual duction in civilian R&D advocated by cent of the total R&D money targeted for
industries and develops an approach the administration. In the burgeoning defense work this year. The American Asso-

that best exploits our own compara- industries of robotics, fifth generation clation for the Advancement of Science has

tive advantages. This bill uses a case- computers and biotechnology, among estimated that non defense R&D federal

by-case approach for each designated others, we are in danger of forfeiting funding will "drop at most 25 percent in

strategic technology, thus avoiding the tremendous technological advantages constant dollars from fiscal year 1983 to

difficulties of trying to fashion a that could cost our economy greatly. 1987" under the most favorable circum-

single government program that would The Japanese have mounted a $500 
st n e 

try has focused its R&D funding on
respond to such varied industrial cir- million alliance between government short-term,product-oriented work with less
cumstances. and industry for developing a fifth- than 5 percent going to long-term, basic re-

Fourth, it would provide a forum for generation computer. Most knowledge- search, a situation that is improving only

assessing the best mix of public and able observers estimate that the Japa- slowly, according to Solomon L. Buchsbaum,

private investment to maximize the nese are spending from 3 to 10 times an executive vice president of Bell Laborato-

potential for successful technological as much as the United States on robo- ries, the research arm of American Tele-

development. This feature would fur- tics and related research. The exam- phThe Un te1de 
ap 

Co.lagging in the vitally
ther the important goal of developing ples go on and on. related area of translating discovery into
government-business partnerships to I would also like to note that Repre- useful product, a failure that has focused
face economic challenges. This avoids sentative GEORGE BROWN, distin- new interest on improving the long-neglect-

a new bureaucracy. It utilizes existing guished member of the House Com- ed technology of manufacturing engineer-

institutions to begin a process that will mittee on Science and Technology, ing.

both build a consensus on where our today has introduced this bill in the Most experts agree that the worst is yet to

efforts should be concentrated, and House of Representatives as well. His °°*®
.is clear to us that nowhere nearly

develop workable implementation pro- leadership along with other colleagues enough is being spent on research and de-

grams. in the House, together with our ef- velopment," commented Norman A. Robins,
Fifth, by increasing the authoriza- forts in this Chamber can insure that referring to one of the oldest industries,

tion for nondefense research and de- we take action in this session of Con- steelmaking. He is chairman of the research

velopment funding, the bill would en- gress to take a big step forward on the committee of the American Iron & Steel In-

hance our capacity to implement spe- path to regaining our technological stitute and vice president for research of

cific technology development pro- edge. 
Inland Steel Co.

grams quickly while still maintaining Mr. Président, to conclude, I ask m danmore of 
theirmpanies areoverse

congressional and admmistration over- unanimous consent that several arti- he said.
sight. cles adding further documentation on In robotics,a rapidly growing new indus-

Industry resources will be identified the need for this legislation be printed, try aimed at improving manufacturing pro-

and the areas where additional effort in the REcORD as well as the bill and a ductivity,research also is lagging, according

is necessary pinpointed. Educational section-by-section analysis of this leg- to Roger N. Nagel, chairman of research

institutions can be called on to provide islation. and development for Robotics Internation-

essential laboratory facilities . or There being no objection, the mate- director 1 gh Univ ty a new robot
trained personnel. Government may rial was ordered to be printed in the institute
be required to provide additional R&D REcORD, as follows* . .. . "In mechanical systems,we are not doing
funding through one of many existing [From the Los Angeles Times, Oct. 31, 19821 as much as we could, " he said. "In sensors
nondefense industrial R&D programs. 

THE US'BACKSLIDE IN R&D 
and complex controls, we are on a par with

The technology development pro- or ahead of the world, although in some

grams may also call for new tax treat- (By Louis B. Fleming) cases we are doing more talking where they

ment, purchasing procedures, or some Slipping investments in civilian research do more action," he added, calling particular

other form of policy action. Emphasis and development are placing in jeopardy attention to national R&D programs m
the economic strength and would competi. France,West Germany and Japan.

on the technology development pro^
tiveness of the United States If the worst lies ahead, there also are

gram will be on what works best. That is the view of many experts in the signs of slippage now.
Most important, this legislation scientific,engineering and business commu- Foreign inventors are accounting for a

would signal that our country has nities. rising share of patents filed with the U.S.

every intention of exercising techno- "We're laying the groundwork for inferior- Patent and Trademarks Office. 39 percent

logical leadership in the rapidly ity, " according to Simon Ramo, a founder of 
in 1981 against 26 percent in 1970. Japan ac-

changing global economy of the TRW Inc. "We are still the strongest in the counts for almost one-third of the foreign

future. Clearly, this legislation is world, but the margins are slipping." D*
en,

c dir t o s 
defoped in 1979

badly needed. Consider the case of the Paradoxically, the risk is rising at the were of Japanese origin. By contrast, phar-

GTE laboratories in Waltham, Mass. same time that overall investment in re- maceutical research in the United States
GTE has been a leading developer of sevelsh 

and development has reached record has dwindled in recent years from two-

new ceramic technologies that could "The Reagan Administration is committed 
thirds of the major world research to one-

give birth to a new generation of vehi- to maintaining the world's strongest scien- 
third, according to the working group on

cle engines with higher efficiency and tific and technological base, " according to 
high-technology industries of the Cabinet

great fuel-saving capability. The the President's science adviser, George A. CoFurt e e n press vdeTa he dollar in-

United States has been a leader m the Keyworth 2d. vestment may appear, it represents a declin-
development of this technology, with . 

That commitment is being backed in the ing investment in R&D when measured as a
the efforts of private industry supple- fiscal year that began Oct. 1 with an un- percentage of gross national product, mem-

mented by the research of the Depart- precedented $43 billion in federal funds for bers of Congress were reminded earlier this

ment of Energy and the National 
research and development, an increase of



year by Nobel laureate Torsten Nils Wiesel, Until recently ceramics were limited to short-term applications,such as pump seals
chairman of the department of psychiatry simple applications-bathroom fixtures, pot- for the chemical industry.
at the Harvard Medical School. tery, and cement, among other-because High resistance

Funding fell from 2.94 percent of GNP in their normally brittle nature makes them
1964 to 2.27 percent in 1981 at the same susceptible to fracture when subjected to However, other major U.S. ceramics pro-

time that the funding in Germany and stress. But researchers around the world are ducers-Carborundum, Corning, and GTE--

Japan was, on the same basis, increasing. now learning how to modify the natural remain vitally mterested m the long-term
"The obsession with short-term payoff," properties of ceramics and made silica com- potential for so-called engineered ceramics.

according to Marvin L. Goldberger,presi- binations that do not occur in nature. These This is actually a family of materials includ-

dent of the California institute of Technol- new compounds, in conjunction with new ing silicon carbide,silicon mtride,and amal-

ogy, "is what is ruining the country." molding techniques, are transforming what gams of zirconia and magnesia-compounds
"The Japanese have honed production once were relatively undistinguished sub- that generally do not occur in nature and

techniques, neglecting their R&D, and stances into high-performance materials. which exhibit high strength and heat-resis-
making much use of American patents and "Ceramics is becoming much more of a sci_ tant properties.
licenses in some areas," another industrial ence," says Pellegrino Papa, technical man_ The term "ceramics encompasses an
laboratory expert commented- ager of Corning Glass workes' Ceramics array of substances. The National Academy

Part of the problem is a shortage of engi- Products Div. of Sciences broadly defines them as "inor-
neers. 

Industry is anticipating a windfall of new ganic, nonmetallic materials processed or
"The shortage is forcing the industry to 

materials for products ranging from energy- consolidated at high temperatures, " usually
focus on short-term issues rather than in- 

efficient auto and aircraft engines to heat comprising natural silicons or silicon-
vesting in long-term programs, Robert oxygen-metal compounds fused together
Henderson,president of Itek Corp. in Lex- .sas in eres ed' ' 

bbec ra ics 10 year( with oxides. The definition takes in every-
mgton, Mas.s., testified m Congress. 

ago, recalls Roger R. Willis, manager of Ba- 
thing from cement to dinnerware and plate

As a result, we are experiencing a nar- glass
rowing of the technology gap between the telle Columbus Laboratores' ceramics and Up.to the time, much of Japan's work has
United States and its industrial competitors. materials processing section. "But there are 

been centered on alumina compounds.
This is leading to our inability to maintain a heck of a lot of people interested now. 

These are the most common of the new ce-
export markets, as well as increasing the The market for ceramic engine compo- 

ramics, but they are more brittle than the
flow of high-technology products into the nents alone would total $10 billion, says latest engineered grades. Many have already
United States. At a higher level, it raises James I. Mueller,professor of ceramic engi- 

been commercialized in products ranging
questions about our ability to maintain a su- neering at the University of Washington 

from semiconductor packages to electronicperior technology position for the defense and president of the American Ceramics So- 
filters and sensors. For example, Murata

of this country." ciety. Demand for Industrial heat exchang" Manufacturing Co., in Kyoto, is developing"Business can't take advantage of new de- ers, one of the first commercial applications 
tiny piexoelectric ceramic speakers; becausevelopments unless it has people on its staff of the new generation of ceramics, is expect- 
these speakers do not need an amplifier,who understand, " Buchsbaum of Bell Labo- ed to be equally attractive. "The potential is Murata expects to sell them for use in tele-ratories said. "If you don't invest in re- staffering," says Kem H. Kohnken,ceramic 
phone receivers and computer-controlledsearch you can't take advantage of new de- product manager at GTE Products Corp.'s synthetic-voice output devices. And nearbyvelopments." Sylvania Chemical & Metallurgical Div., in Kyoto Ceramic Co. is perfecting single-crys-There also is a growing appreciation that Towanda,Pa. 
tal "bioceramics" for use as bone implantsthe United States has been neglecting a Bad strategy and artificial teeth.critical element of productivity, namely,

manufacturing engineering, according to "If we don't get that business," warns Fuel saving
Branscomb at IBM. Mueller, "somebody else will"-because a But Japan is now beginning to focus on

IBM recently announced $50 million in global race to develop alternative materials the new engineering ceramics. These mate-
equipment and cash grants to universities to is clearly brewing. "It is obvious that we are rials can be so heat-resistant, compared to
try to correct'this neglect. Westinghouse going to deplete [metal deposits] in the the strongest superalloys,but engine parts
gives $1 million a year to the Robotics Insti- earth's crust," says Glenn W. Brown, chief made from such ceramics can run several
tute at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pitts- of research and development for Garrett hundred degrees hotter-up to 2,500F. Not
burgh. Lehigh University in Bethlehem,Pa., Corp s Torrance (Calif.) AIResearch Cast- only does this reduce the need for costly
opened its own robotics laboratory in Sep- ing Co. So the fact that ceramics are as and cumbersome cooling equipment,but it
tember. common as sand makes them almost inex- dramatically improves fuel efficiency (page

"If you have really high technology in the haustible. "It is very attractive to be able to 42J). Japanese government planners think
factory organization, the engineer in the dig a hole and make a ceramic," says George that this could eventually mean a 3% de-
factory will look at what is being invented W. Weiner,manager of the Energy Systems crease in Japan's annual petroleum con-
and be able to say how it can be put to use," Div, at Westinghouse Electric Corp. sumption, worth $1.6 billion at today's
Branscomb explained. Much to the chagrin of researchers, the prices.

"There's enormous pressure to use R&D R.eagan Administration seems bent on The U.S. Energy Dept. is just as optimis-
to improve productivity to take cost out of squandering the impressive lead that the tic. Officials there point out that if an
manufacturing," said W. Dale Compton, U.S. has acquired in industrial ceramics engine runs more efficientiy, it also pro-
vice president for research of Ford Motor The Administration is tightening the purse duces less exhaust emissions. And because
Co. strings on nondefense ceramics R&D pre- the new ceramics weigh about one-third as

For_American companies in high technol- cisely when other countries are pouring much as the superalloy metals used for air-
ogy, past investments in R&D appear to funds into these areas to establish future craft and missile engines-primarily cobalthave played an important role in current positions. and nickel-based steels--they are especially
profits. Thus, many try to allocate a certain Japan, for example, is targeting ceramics suited for aerospace applications.
portion of revenue from existing products to development as a major national goal. Heat resistance obviously is a maior sell-
research efforts that they hope will yield "Japan is behind other countries because of ing point for ceramic heat exchangers. The
new products in the future. a lack of government spending" up to now, Energy Dept. is so excited about the poten-

Bell Laboratories put 10 percent of its says Yasukatsu Miyoshi, a technical official tial that it is pumping $1 million into amoney into basic research. IBM is mvesting in the Ministry of International Trade & In- Technology Acceleration Program to pro-
$1._8 billion in R&D this year, 10 percent of dustry's Ceramics Div. So, in October,MITI mote ceramic recuperators for high-tem-it m the research division for fundamental will launch a 10-year ceramics R&D pro- oerature furnaces, partícularly in theand long-range work- gram under which it will distribute $60 mil- Énetals industries. Users can get the units-

lion in subsidies to a consortium of 15 par- developed by GTE Sylvania with Energy[From Business Week, Sept. 21, 1981] ticipating companies. funding-for free. In return, they must pay
NEW CERAMICs THAT CAN TAKE ON TOUGHER Already, there are early signs that the for installation and auxiliary equipment and

Joss U.S. is losing momentum, KBI, formerly promise to monitor energy consumption
The intensifying search for replacements Kawecki Berylco Industries, pulled out of under controlled conditions for six months.

for strategic metals, which are either dwin- ceramics R&D last year after being acquired More than 100 of the recuperators will
dling in supply or rising in price, or both, is by Cabot Corp. The company had been de- soon be installed on 30 furnaces. Data for
bringing an age-old class of materials into veloping .a new ceramic compound but the first unit in operation point to a total
new prominence. Ceramics--made essential- backed off, explains a KBI executive, be- 60% energy savings, 40% of which is directly
ly of silica, a ubiquitous sustance that con- cause "there was more development work attributable to the use of ceramics-in this
stitutes 90% of the earth's crust-are under- necessary than we were prepared for." And case cordierite, a blend of magnesia,alumi-
going a metamorphosis that promises to Norton'Co.,a leading ceramics maker, is di- na, and silica. "So far, " says an official at an
make them lighter,stronger, and more heat- verting funds from gasoline turbine engine independent ag ocy monitoring the use of
resistant than many metals. research to more "commercially viable," the devices. "they look real promising.



reports from Germany warned that theThe honeycomb-like recuperators recover several alloys in ceramics-very similar to Nazis were experimenting with ceramicheat from furnace exhausts and use this the alloys you have today m supermetals.". components for a remarkable new type ofenergy to preheat the combustion air flow- One key point of research, therefore is, aircraft engine-the jet. Interest was rekin-
ing into the furnace, thus improving com- aimed at determining which ceramics will dled in the early 1970s, when the world
bustion efficiency. Cordierite is an ideal ma- behave best in a specffic environment. At woke up to the coming petroleum shortage,
terial for heat exchangers because it has Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Since then Washington has committed $85
outstanding thermal-shock properties; the researchers are trying to get a fix on ceram- million for ceramics R&D.
material can be heated red-hot and then ics' fracture process in order to develop But the Reagan Administration's determi-
cooled suddenly without danger of fracture. equations that will allow them to predict nation to cut back some programs and elimi-

Pioneer with some consistency just how a material nate others could jeopardize America's first-

Hague International, of Portland, Me.,
will perform in a given situation. place standing. If Reagan has his way,

began selling huge silicon-carbide recupera- While considerable progress has been Washington will stop funding joint govern-

tors four years ago. Its systems can handle 
made in evolving a science of ceramics mate- ment-industry programs aimed at develop-

up to 1 billion Btu, compared with only 2 rials, the production and fabrication of ce- ing commercial products-such as auto en-

million Btu for the GTE Sylvania model 
ramics remain almost as much art as sci- gines and heat exchangers-and focus in-

that Energy is promoting. Hague President °°°°
' 

Norton's Alllegro contends that the stead on basic research and Defense Dept.

Paul G. LaHaye points out that a key ad- 
focus of ceramics research this decade will applications. "We will have to make major

vantage of ceramics is their ability to with- 
shift to processing techniques. With various changes m our philosophy," says Paul V.

stand the corrosive attack of such sub- 
compounds identified,he notes, "now it is a Lombardi, director of the Energy Dept s

stances as the alkalis and ash given off by 
question of how you make them economical- Automotive Technology Div.

burning coal and wood chips. 
ly. Government support

Overseas companies are beginning to ex- Complex shapes v Congress prefers more modest trinuning,
ploit the high-strength, wear-resistant prop- Sintering is one method that will play a so the probable outcome will be a compro-
erties of the new ceramics,too. Germany's major role in fabrication. A type of baking mise when House-Senate conferees meet
Annawerk Karamische Betriebe and Ro- technique borrowed from powder metallur- later-this month. Whatever the level of the
senthal Glas & Perzellan are already turn- gy, sintering can create large and complex cuts, the prevailing mood in Washington
ing out silicon-carbide and silicon-nitride shapes. The goal is to come as close as possi- gives many ceramic proponents the fitters,
ball bearings and drill sleeves. At least three ble to the "near net shape " or final form, because the pruning comes at a time when
companies in Japan-Asahi Glass, Toshiba, during fabrication. This reduces the subse- other governments. especially the Japanese,
and NGK Spark Plug Co.-are selling simi- quent machining and grinding required, are throwing more muscle than ever into
lar items. While Asahi Glass sold just over All the major U.S. ceramics companies are helpmg industry search for new ceramic
$500,000 worth of engineered ceramic prod-. striving to perfect the sintering process. In products.

ucts last year, it hopes to triple sales this Japan, Asahi Glass claims it is among the Japan's Ministry of International Trade &
year. first to develop a commercial technique in Industry (MITD is launching a 10-year, $60

A host of other products are in the works which ceramic powder is shaped and sin- million program in concert with 15 compa-

as well. Examples: tered under little more than normal atmos- nies that targets ceramics R&D as a top na.

Bell Helicopter Textron is experimenting pheric pressure. As a result, the company tional priority. MITI's planners make no
with ceramic roller bearings for helicopter asserts the process is substantially faster bones about their goal. They intend to catch
rotors. than conventional sintering operations, up to and surpass the U.S. "Generally

For straining impurities from molten which typically required several hours of speaking, the U,S. is far ahead of us, " la-

metal,Corning has developed ceramic filters processing at pressures up to 1,400 psi. ments Shougo Shimuzu, chief engineer at
able to withstand temperatures up to Another promising technique is injection Toshiba Corp 's Metal Products Div. "There

3,000F. molding, already being used to produce heat has been much more money for research."

Westinghouse is working on a high-tem- exchanger components,among other items. Even before Japan stamped "priority" on

perature fuel cell that will convert hydro- As with sintering,it offers the advantage of 
ceramics research, the country had recog-

gen-from methane or coal gas-into elec- cutting down on expensive machining re- 
nized the potential of the rnaterials. Under

tricity at 60% efficiency. By comparison,the quirements. a six-year project started m 1978, MITI's

best conventional generators operate at By most people's reckoning, ceramics 
Agency of Natural Resources & Energy is

about 35% efficiency. R&D will continue at a fast clip-especially 
spending about $100 mitiion on deveiopment

For ceramics to live up to their full poten- outside the U.S. And if the future is any- . 
a new power-generating turbine. some $9

tial, though, a number of problems must thing like the recent past, the progress will 
i of h ch is earmarked especially for

first be overcome. "Ceramics are like a wed- be remarkable. "In the last two years," says In the U.S., the biggest projects are point-
ding, " quips Ludvik F. Koci, general director Paul V. Lombardi,director of the Energy ed at a radically new type of jetlike engineof engmeermg at General Motors Corp 's Dept.'s Automotive Technology Div., "the for cars and trucks. For decades,U.S. autoDetroit Diesel Allison Div., which is working state of technology has doubled from what and truck makers have been interested inon ceramic truck and car engines. "Every- was done m the previous eight years." But the turbine's potential for quiet, vibration-one has a lot of bated breath because of some U.S. businessmen worry that cutbacks free, low-maintenance performance. Aswhat it promises, but there Is a hell of a now in federal support will translate a few early as 10 years ago, some even thought itlong way to go." years hence mto a situation where the U.S. was ready for commercial use. But then fuel

Fractures lead m ceramics technology will be slipping economy began to emerge as a key issue,
A traditional weakness of industrial ce- 

Into overseas hands- and the turbine engines available then-

ramics has been their poor tolerance to A RAcE TO PUT cERAMIcs IN cARS buiit entirely of metais-could not begin to
thermal shock. In many processes, heat is The biggest foreseeable payoff from in- compete with diesels on this score.
not uniformly distributed or fluctuates over dustrial ceramics will be in engines, where Enter ceramics, which will allow gas tur-

time. Equipment exposed to such conditions the materials' heat resistance will allow en- bines to operate at temperatures so high
alternatively expands and contracts, creat- gines to run hotter, boosting efficiency by that their efficiency will approach that of
ing stress that can cause a component to as much as one-third. This promise of dra- diesels. Conventional "hot parts" made of
fracture. Scientists are licking that problem matic fuel savings, along with such auxiliary metal superalloys can operate at tempera-
by formulating new ceramics with "low benefits as cleaner emissions and greater du- tures up to only 1,900F-and then only with
thermal expansion" characteristics. These rability, is spawning aggressive ceramic. the help of costly, heavy cooling systems
compounds include silicon carbide, silicon engine research and development programs that reduce performance. The new industri-

nitride, and cordierite, around the world. Most of the spending is al ceramics-including silicon carbide, sili-

Brittleness, however,still remains a prob- for development of key ceramics parts for con nitride, and compounds of zirconia,alu-

lem. "Metal will bend or distort before it turbine engines. Such powerplants elimi- mina, and magnesia-can run at about
fails," notes Brown of Garrett,another com- nate pistons in favor of jet-engine princi- 2.500F and do not need such cooling gear.
pany that is experimenting with ceramic en- ples. Experts believe that turbine engines Teaming up
gines for autos and aircraft. "But ceramics will be used in stationary applications---driv- Four major government-aided turbine
do not bend very well." At United Technol- ing pumps and generators-by the end of engine programs are under way in the U.S.
ogies Corp 's Research Center,scientists are this decade and in trucks and autos by the under the three-year-old Ceramic Applica-
working to make ceramics tougher by blend- early 1990s. tions in Turbine Engines (CATE) project
ing in fibers-of graphite, silicon carbide, All the major industrialized nations are funded by the Energy Dept. and managed
and alumina-to form reinforced, or com- racing to get in on the action. The U.S., the by the National Aeronautics & Space Ad-
posite, ceramics,much like fiber-reinforced world's acknowledged leader in ceramics ministration. CATE, which is slanted toward
plastics. So much work is being done to per- technology,got an early start with turbine- development of 300- to 400-hp. engines for
fect the new materials that eventually,says type engines. The first projects got under heavy-duty vehicles. has even channeled
AiResearch's Brown, "We will end up with way during World War H, after intelligence



funds from Washington to such foreign prototype ceramic gas turbine running by American scientists have written ominous

companies as Annawerk and Rosenthal in 1983. articles and lobbied for creation of a crash

Germany and Toshiba and Kyoto Ceramics So it seems just a matter of time before program. "Military research," wrote a group

in Japan. industrial ceramics help give birth to a new from the Los Alamos National Laboratory,

Energy and NASA have also teamed up generation of vehicle engines that will save "may become dependent on access to super-

with the three major U.S. auto companies in billions of dollars in fuel. The next step will computers of foreign manufacture." In Jan-

separate advanced gas turbine (AGT) proj- be aircraft engines, where development uary the National Science Foundation re-

ects to develop prototype car engines by work has already begun. Britain's Lucas leased a report which found "alarming" the

1985. These programs aim to create a 100- Aerospace Ltd.'s Fabrication Div., for exam- evidence that the Japanese were headed for

hp. engine that will deliver 42.5 mpg with a ple, is working on a ceramic gas turbine world leadership and noted that Govern-

3,000-lb. auto similar to the Ford Fairmont flame tube for the Defense Ministry. ment support for supercomputers had

or Pontiac Phoenix. Gordon Sedgwick,a Lucas project designer, waned since the 1970's in the United States.

Unfortunately, programs aimed at com- is confident that ceramics will win out for The response of the Government was less

mercial products are under attack by the this and many other engine applications. than lukewarm. "The Reagan Administra-
Reagan Administration, so progress could be Says Sedgwick: "The world is spending too tion has concerns about too great an In-

slowed. David W. Richerson,ceramics super- much money on this for it not to work out." volvement by the Federal Government and

visor for Garrett Corp.'s Phoenix (Ariz.) 
[From the New York Times, Jan. 1, 1983]

about interfering with the private market,"

Garrett Turbine Engine Co., says that the said Dr. Douglas Pewitt, an assistant direc-

commercial potential of these engines THE STAKEs ARE HIGH IN A RAcE FOR SPEED tor of the White House Office of Science

hinges on continued government funding, (By William J. Broad) and Technology Policy. "The pool of talent

since there are still many bugs to be worked The fastest computers in the world are you can put into supercomputers is very
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For example, the White House wants to found only in museums. The Japanese Gov- kernel m this area.
slash Energy s AGT budget by as much as ernment last year unveiled a $200 million Such remarks,coming amid the search for
two-thirds, to $1o million, of which only program aimed at cornering the world hefty cuts in the Federal budget, might

about $5 million would go for ceramics re- 
market in supercomputers with machines seem to be mere rationalization. But tne

search. And even that amount would be re- 1000 times more powerful, case of Dr. Seymour R. Cray lends weig'nt to
directed-to generic R&D rather than com- 'Predictions of an American decline are that kind of generalization.
mercial products,since the Administration voiced by academicians and scientists who FASTEsT OF THE FAST

contends that private industry should un-

derwrite development of products with com- 
fear that the race for supercomputers of the Dr. Cray is the founder and continuing

mercial promises and recoup investments future may be somewhat lopsided. The force behind Cray Research,a company m

through the new tax credits,
Reagan Admm1stration, ignoring calls for Chippewa Falls, Wis., that currently makes

However, Energy's Lombardi, among an expensive crash program, has invoked the fastest computers in the world. Dr.

others, thinks the end result will be a drop- 
the magic of the market place and the Cray's first supercomputer,installed in 197S

off in ceramic auto engine development. If genius of lene inventors. and known as the Cray-1, packed 350,000

the funding ceases, he warns, "The U.S. The stakes m the gamble are high. No silicon chips into a space a little bigger than

leadership role will go down the tubes." Hil- 
computer is now powerful enough, for ex- a telephone booth.

lard E. Barrett, chief engineer of industrial ample, to simulate the airflow around an During the past quarter century the raw

gas turbines for General Motors Corp.'s De- 
entire aircraft, so aerodynamic designs are speed of computers has approximately dou-

troit Diesel Allison Div., anticipates that by often put together in piecemeal fashion or bled each year, mainly because of the

the end of next year the Energy Dept.'s by the repeated processing of _two-dimen- shrinking size of micro-electronic chips.

CATE and AGT programs will be combined sional slices. The first country with comput- With supercomputers,the trick is to keep

into "an obviously reduced effort.., ers that can design the plane as a whole, ac- the chips close together so as to limit to the

Defense Dept. programs will be spared the cording to a recent report of the National lowest possible level the time it takes elec-

ax. Indeed, Defense will spend more than Science Foundation, "will undoubtedly pro- tric pulses to zip among them. It is literally

$20 million from 1982 to 1986 on a powerful duce planes with superior performance.".So a struggle with the speed of light. Because

adiabatic, or heat-stabilized, engine to be too, the Government wants bigger super- of the compact arrangement, supercom-

built by Cummins Engine Co. around key computers for building better weapons, puters tend to be smaller than their less

ceramic components. It will power military breaking codes,and developing new sources powerful cousins. What Dr. Cray accom-

vehicles. of energy- plished was a unprecedented assault on the

phe gp off3 BEYOND ALL EXISTING COMPUTERs speed-of-light barrier by packing more chips

. Into a tinier space than ever before. One
Experts stress that much work remains to Pure research, with its unpredictable re- 

result of such dense packing was concentra-
be done in ceramic turbines. "These things wards, also needs the machines. The prob- 

tion of the computer's waste heat, which
are still experimental," notes Arthur G. lems we are trying to address could not at had to be removed by large refrigeration
McLean, manager of ceramic materials at this point be calculated by all the comput- 

units lest the chips burn up.
Ford Motor Co 's Scientific Research Labo_ ers that have ever existed," says Dr. Bruce The Cray company, which has grown from
ratory. Although simple working prototypes Knapp, a physicist at the Nevis laboratory 

a homespun operation into a corporate com-

have been built by several companies, of Columbia University. Dr. Knapp and his plex of 1,300 people, is watching Japanese
McLean and other specialists list numerous colleagues, unable to afford the usual $5 nrogress quite closely. "We are not shaking
areas where problems remain. Examples:ce- million to $15 million for a supercomputer, Ín our shoes, " says Peter A. Gregory, vice
ramics materials purity, evolving a scientific are attempting to build their own' president for corporate development; "At
basis for materials formulations,manufac. What makes a computer super is speed, the same time we'd be fools to ignore ihc
turing process controls, and general durabil- not size. A supercomputer is any machine cha!!cnge." Last year Cray spent $25 million
ity and reliability. that will perform at peak speeds greater on research, about 19 percent of its ræ

Meanwhile, spinoff applications-mainly than 20 million operations per second. The enues. Mr. Gregory says that if Cray can
products that are less critical than a vehi- best models now available will, for short keep getting the best silicon chips, it will
cle's main engine parts-seem likely to bursts, perform 400 million operations per hold fast to the world title.
reach the market much sooner. Auto turbo- second. American manufacturers are aiming Despite the company's multimillion.dollar
chargers with ceramic parts could be in pro- at a billion, while the Japanese have set pursuit of faster machines, the heart of itsi
duction within a year. .Another near-term their sights on 10 billion. research empire is occupied by one person.
application is coating piston rings with ce- The complexity of supercomputers is illus~ Dr. Cray practices the art of creating super-
ramics to make them more impervious to trated by the fact that it usually takes a computers not with the assistance of a com-
the increasing sulfur levels in diesel fuel. esmall army of regular computers to feed puter or teams of spedalists but with pads

The U.S. Is not alone in its ceramic-engine them problems and digest the results. And of 8½ by 11-inch paper. His main require-
quest. Japan, West Germany, England, their complexity is increasing. The world's ment is solitude, which he often finds by
Italy, and Sweden all have launched similar first suDercomputer,a custom-built machine working from 3 P.M. until midnight.
projects, most of them subsidized by the financed by the Defense Advanced Research
government. Kyoto Ceramic Co. and Isuzu Projects Agency and retired in 1981, once A HIGH^RISK BUSINESs

Motors Ltd. in Japan. for example, are using computed the dynamics of airflow around Only two American companies make su-

MITI funds to develop a ceramic diesel the engine of a rocket. The task took 18 percomputers, and Cray is the only compa-

engine. Italy's Fiat already has built bench- hours. The machines the Japanese want to ny in the world that markets them exclu-

scale turbine engines with ceramic pre-com- build would do the job in about 10 seconds. sively. Together they have sold some 60 ma-

bustion chambers and is now developing ce- How America is to retain pre-eminence is chines. It is a high-risk business,according

ramic piston caps. And in Sweden, Volvo's currently a topic of hot debate. In an at- to the Auetbach Corporation,which pub-

United Turbine subsidiary plans to have a tempt to counter the Japanese offensive, lishes reviews of computer technology. "For



every new supercomputer vendor," it writes,
"there is a new ex-vendor.

Yet demand for new machines is growing.
Until a few years ago, the frontiers of sci-

ence were adequately equipped with fast
computers, according to Dr. Leon M. Leder-

man, director of the Fermi National Accel-
erator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill. "Suddenly
lots of people realized we needed computers
that were not just two or three times but
thousands of times more powerful.

Breakthroughs in supercomputing are in-

creasingly based on advances in "architec-
ture," or the way a computer goes about
processing its problems. The first computers
used sequential processing, in which one
part of a problem was finished before the
next was started. Today the focus is on par-

allel processing, in which many computa-
tions are performed simultaneously.

An approach even more advanced is being
pursued by the Japanese. Known as the
Fifth-Generation Computer Project, this
$500 million alliance between government
and industry aims at innovative develop-
ments not just in speed of processing but in
computer intelligence. The National Science
Foundation report calls it "a revolutionary
approach" that would "change the whole
domain of the operation of computers in so-

ciety.
Perhaps the pessimists are correct, and

the native genius of America's inventors and
the magic of the marketplace will be no
match for an organized assault by the Japa-
nese.

QUESTIONS ARE FUNDAMENTAL

Undaunted by such sentiments, Dr.
Knapp at Columbia is building his own su-

percomputer. It will be the size of a refrig-

erator. The questions he and his physicist
colleagues want answered concern the fun-
damental structure of the universe. Their
huge particle accelerators, probing ever
more deeply into the heart of the atom, are
generating more information than today's
computers can digest.

When finished, in about a year, Dr.
Knapp's supercomputer will be hooked up
to an experiment at Dr. Lederman's Fermi
laboratory. With luck, it will perform about
100 billion operations per second. Such blis-

tering speeds are possible only when a su-

percomputer is "dedicated"-built to solve a
specific problem. Dr. Knapp's machine
could not handle the diverse tasks of a gen-

eral-purpose supercomputer.
But with the roving eye of an inventor,

Dr. Knapp says the custom-built approach
may eventually show up in other areas of
supercomputing, such as the prediction of
weather or the design and simulation of
complex electrical equipment.

"If you tailor the machine yourself," he
says, "you can pick up between a thousand
and a million times the power for a given in-

vestment. That means you can try to answer
questions you thought the universe was
going to have to do without.
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C. assessment of efforts in the United tivity; SEc. 5. Within six months after the date
States, including industrial,academic, non- (4) United States technology is experienc- of enactment of this Act, the Director of the
profit, State, Federal, defense, and nonde- ing strong competitive challenges interna- Office of Science and Technology Policy

fense research and development activity; tionally which have resulted in a world-wide shall enter into an agreement with the Na-

and decline in market share for high technology tional Academy of Science (including the In-

D. consideration of competitive strategy in industries in the United States; stitute of Medicine and any other appropri-

attaining maximum benefit from develop- (5) intensive targeted research and devel- ate unit of the National Academy of Sci-

ment of economically strategic technologies; opment plans of other countries are shifting ences) and the National Academy of Engi-

(9) a plan for the development of economi- technological advantage overseas in selected neering under which the Academies shall

cally strategic technologies can best be de- fields and may limit development of valua- make a full and complete study that identi-

veloped by industry,the academic communi- ble long-term technology markets by United fies economically strategic technologies and

ty, and government, with each committing States industry; plans for the optimal development of such

appropriate resources to maximize the po. (6) the development of economically stra- technologies. The agreement shall include

tential for successful development; and tegic technologies, in areas including mi- provisions for the coordination of the study

(10) the National Academy of Sciences,in. croelectronics, materials development, bio- between the Academies and a committee for

cluding the Institute of Medicine, and the technology, robotics, manufacturing proc- making reports required by section 6(c).

National Academy of Engineering are repre, esses, and artificial intelligence, offers great FUNcTIONs OF THE ACADEMIEs IN CARRYING

sentative of the science and engineering potential benefits to the economy; OUT THE sTUDY

community,including members from indus. (7) the riskiness of long-term research and SEC. 6. (a) In designating technologies as
try, educational institutions, and govern_ development efforts and the growth of for- economically strategic technologies, the
ment, and are well suited to identify eco, eign research and development programs re- Academies shall-

nomically strategic technologies and recom. quire a vigorous Federal role in technology (1) solicit views of private industry and ex-

mend technology development plans. development; amine evidence of current industrial initia-
Section 3. Purpose-This section sets (8) assessing the adequacy of current Fed- tives;

forth five purposes for this act: eral research and development activities and (2) assess the economic benefit to be
(1) develop a widespread consensus within 

spending priorities requires- gained from each technology including-

the industrial and academic research com- 
(A) identification of economically strate- (A) a description and estimate of potential

munity as to what technologies are eco- 
gic technologies by the science and engi- market;

nemically strategic for development;
neering community; (B) fob creation potential;

(2) collect the best available data on re- 
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search and development efforts on economi 
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States and abroad and provide an authorita. . . . product development,

tive comparative analysis of the efforts 
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profit, State, Federal, defense, and nonde- dustrial application; and
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(4) prepare a summary of existing and ADMINIsTRATIvE PROvISIONS

projected levels of research and develop- SEc. 7. (a) The Academies may, for the
ment activity by private industry for each purpose of carrying out the provisions of
technology; this Act, hold such hearings and consult

(5) determine current levels of research with such representatives in the business
and development effort by foreign nations community, educational institutions, Feder-

al, State,and local governments, and otherfor each technology and assess the stage of organizations, associations, and individualsdevelopment and the competitive strategy as the President of the National Academy ofbeing employed by other nations; Sciences or the President of the National
(6) consider the competitive potential of Academy of Engineering deems advisable.United States mdustry for future markets, (b) Each department, agency,and instru-

1 ent d o pet tiveerris s o d eral t of e tiu 
g d peo 

th
such as the potential for development of
over capacity or external costs; agencies, is authorized and directed to fur-

(7) assess the technological feasibility of nish to the Academies, upon request made
development and the risk for each technol- by the President of the National Academy
ogy; of Sciences or the President of the National

(8) consider the necessary time for devel- Academy of Engineering any information
opment of each technology, focusing on such President deems necessary to carry out
technologies with a medium-term develop- the study.
ment horizon of five to eight years; and AtrrHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

(9) consider the potential economic bene- SEC. 8. There are authorized to be appro-
fit of the technology and evidence that priated such sums as may be necessary to
United States industry will fail to realize carry out the study required by this Act and
such benefits in the absence of an enhanced to implement the technology development
technology development program· programs recommended in the study.

(b) Tne Academies shall develop a tech-
nology development program for each tech-
nology designated as economically strategic.
The Academies shall establish an advisory
committee composed of industry and aca-
demic experts to make recommendations for
each such program. The terms of compensa-
tion for expenses or service,ifany, for such
members shall be included in 'the agreement
made pursuant to section 5. Each technol-
ogy development program shall describe the
strategy for development and recommend-

(1) participants in the program and pro-

gram responsibilities;
(2) levels of effort and financial commit-

ment for each participant and program
totals;

(3) timetable of milestones and budget
outlays;

(4) appropriate licensing and patent ar-

rangements for participants and nonpartici-
pants, giving equal weight to fair financial
return to participants and rapid technology
transfer and diffusion;

(5) policy action or spending required of
the Federal Government, including recom-
mendations for additional Federal funding
financing from private sources and a desig-
nation of appropriate Federal agencies to
participate in the development program and
to dispense Federal funds; and

(6) methods for encouraging participation
by small business in the technology develop-
ment program.

(c) The committee, established in accord-
ance with the agreement made pursuant to
section 5, shall submit to the President and
to the Committee on Commerce, Science
and Transportation of the Senate and the
Committee on Science and Technology of
the House of Representatives interim re-

ports of each technology development pro-

gram formulated for each designated eco- .

nomically strategic technology, an annual
report at the end of each calendar year sum-
marizing the activities of the Academies re-

garding the study, and not later than three
years after the date of enactment of this
Act, a final report of the study together
with recommendations, including recom-
mendations for legislation.


